
A Simple Gi







Christmas is a magical time for sharing and fun,
But did you know not everyone has Christmas?
   No, not everyone...





There are children all over the world who do not
   have a present,
They do not have much and their lives are not 
   pleasant.





But fear not, there’s a thing we can do to bring
   these kids joy.
Grab a shoebox and fill it with toys!





Not just toys, but useful things too,
It is a shoebox after all, so why not pack shoes?





Stuff your box tight and fill it with love,
Send it with prayers from the Father above.





There is hope and there’s joy to be found in a toy,
But there’s more than just that for these girls
   and these boys.





They learn about Jesus, the greatest Gift of
   them all.
The Redeemer and King for the big and the small.





They learn of the Gospel, of the Lord Jesus Christ,
The Savior who was born on that fateful night.





Shoeboxes go all over the globe to every tribe,
   people and nation,
To the furtheset of places and remote locations.





When the gift is received it is the most beautiful
   thing.
There is dancing and rejoicing and everyone sings.





To these children who did not have much,
The simplest gift can have the greatest of touch.





A small ball often for whom one had prayed,
Will appear in the box in the lap that it’s laid.





A dolly, a towel it doesn’t seem like a lot,
But to these kids, it is the greatest thing 
   brought.





So pack a shoebox this Christmas, for a girl or a
   boy.
With just one small gift there is Good News and
   Great Joy.







The End
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